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In recent years, adaptable user interfaces have been broadly considered as the main interactive parts of a software system because of variety of smart devices. New smart devices with different screen sizes are produced every month. For this reason, adaptability of UIs has become one of the big challenges for developers.

In this thesis, an adaptable web based UI is developed for a Cloud Multimedia Video Indexing and Retrieval System (C-MUVIS). Since C-MUVIS is a content-based image retrieval system and will act as a web service, a wide range of screen sizes should be considered when designing the UI.

The adaptable UI has two applications, DbsEditor and MBrowser. In DbsEditor mode, the users can modify the attributes of a database, for instance, to create a new database, add media to a database, delete existing media from the database, or add or remove visual features. The MBrowser Mode is used for browsing and displaying the media in the database. Also, the users can query for a specific media item. The query operation returns the items most relevant media to the queried media.

In order to make the UI adaptable, we introduced Adaptive Web Design (AWD) and Responsive Web Design (RWD) methods. After comparing the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches, RWD was chosen. RWD is executable with Fluid Grid and Media Queries techniques.

As a result, we show that decreasing the screen resolution from the main width (1280px) and height (1024px) to the breakpoints resolution (width 768px and height 1024px) modified the layout of the UI smoothly. But, the layout of the UI will be changed completely for the breakpoint with different scales, colors and images size.
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## LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAC</td>
<td>Advanced Audio Coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWD</td>
<td>Adaptive Web Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AJAX</td>
<td>Asynchronous JavaScript and XML</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBIR</td>
<td>Content-Based Images Retrieval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Cascading Style Sheets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-MUVIS</td>
<td>Cloud Multimedia Video Indexing and Retrieval System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLL</td>
<td>Dynamically Linked Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM</td>
<td>Document Object Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeX</td>
<td>Feature extraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTC</td>
<td>Hierarchical Cellular Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h dbs</td>
<td>Hybrid Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML5</td>
<td>Hyper Text Markup Language 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idbs</td>
<td>Image Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mp3</td>
<td>Picture Experts Group Layer-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPEG-4</td>
<td>Motion Picture Experts Group Layer-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUVIS</td>
<td>Multimedia Video Indexing and Retrieval System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-MUVIS</td>
<td>Mobile MUVIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Microsoft System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QBIC</td>
<td>Query By Image Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWD</td>
<td>Responsive Web Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform Resource Locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v dbs</td>
<td>Video Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUI</td>
<td>Web User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWW</td>
<td>World Wide Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>Extensible Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YUV</td>
<td>Luminance-Bandwidth-Chrominance 4:2:0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. INTRODUCTION

The user of a software system interacts with it via software’s User Interface (UI). Considering the increasing number of variety of devices adaptation, the UI has become a big challenge. The first step in the development of a UI is the creation of UI architecture [45], [36].

Image retrieval is a method and process to search among images in a dataset [40], [50]. The exponential growth in the digital world has led to increased amounts of media data [1] and storage facility capacity. This growth has led to a need of retrieval of media information from large databases, based on which, retrieval of media becomes a challenge [1]. For many years, most image retrieval systems have performed the search process based on keyword and text generated by humans which is referred to as text-based [1], [20]. In the text-based image retrieval system, the text label is created by human observation and may lead to many difficulties [37], [48].

Content-based images retrieval (CBIR) was introduced to overcome the problem of text-based image retrieval [37], [48]. The CBIR system retrieves images based on similarities in their content such as textures, colors, shapes etc. [47], [55]. One of the content-based indexing and retrieval techniques that has been developed is “Multimedia Video Indexing and Retrieval System” (MUVIS) [40].

This thesis explores the adaptable web based UI development for a Cloud Multimedia Video Indexing and Retrieval System (C-MUVIS). Since C-MUVIS is an expanding system based on the MUVIS, the adaptable UI can run locally or remotely on the network by the users. UI clients are connected by Web-WebSocket server to the back-end.

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 introduces MUVIS, a framework for content-based multimedia indexing and retrieval, which can be considered as the foundation of C-MUVIS. In this chapter, other client-server architecture of MUVIS, M-MUVIS are introduced and compared to C-MUVIS. Chapter 3 gives an overview of framework architecture and the related functional and adaptability requirements. Chapter 4 presents possible technologies for an adaptable UI implementation while chapter 5 reviews the design for adaptation framework and results. Finally, Chapter 6 states the conclusions of the thesis by summarizing the achievements and reporting the potential future working areas.
2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 MUVIS Framework

MUVIS is a content-based indexing and retrieval framework for large multimedia databases. The first MUVIS system was developed in the late 90’s to support indexing large image databases and retrieval based on visual and semantic features such as color and texture [49].

Recently, based on this first system, an MS windows MUVIS system has been developed, which is more capable of indexing and retrieval of video, audio and several types of images [40]. Current varieties of file formats, codec types, and encoding parameters could affect retrieval systems [49]. For this reason MUVIS is developed to cover a wide range of multimedia formats [50]. MUVIS consists of novel methods in progressive query, indexing and browsing which provides a faster system [50]. The MUVIS system is based upon several applications. Each of these applications has different responsibilities [49].

DbsEditor is the application for creating, editing, and indexing of the multimedia databases. A snap shot of this application is depicted in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2; another application is MBrowser that integrates browsing and retrieval into a MUVIS database [40].

Figure 1: DbsEditor Graphical User Interface (GUI) PC-Base
2.2 Other Image Search Engines

Recently, several web image search engines have been developed such as WebSEEk [26], Webseer [10], ImageRover [53], MIRROR [32], and WebMARS [42].

The authors of [26] have described the WebSEEk as a content-based image and video query tool for the web. WebSEEk utilizes text and visual information synergistically to search the images and videos. The system has several functionalities such as searching using image content-based techniques, query modification using content-based relevance feedback, and automated collection of visual information. In this system, the user interface is coded in HTML to facilitate its access from a web browser [27].

In [10], authors explain that the Webseer system is another World Wide Web (WWW) image search engine. The system uses image content, in addition to associated text to index. The Webseer system detects faces within the images and lets users search by the number of faces. In this system, all executable parts are written in C++ and run on a M.S. Windows NT 3.51 platform with the exception of the URL server, which is written in Java.

ImageRover is a content-based image browser for WWW. A separate query server running at the ImageRover WWW site and user interface is coded in HTML. The UI shows a set of randomly selected images to the user to be marked as ‘relevant’ and asks the system for searching. Each thumbnail image is linked to the original image and the user can retrieve the image from its original home website by clicking on the thumbnail[53].

The MIRROR system works based on user’s relevance feedback and MPEG-7 Experimentation mode. To start the search, the user chooses a reference image and a search method, and the system returns the images with the highest ranks at the center of the screen in similarity descending order. The query image is shown at the top of the screen.
The system allows users to select relevant images triggering the search process for the next search [32].

WebMARS is a multimedia web search engine that utilizes both textual and visual information for HTML document retrieval. One of the important parts of this system is the collection of relevance feedback data in a simple and intuitive user interface [42].

2.3 Mobile MUVIS

Previous MUVIS client-server architecture is Mobile MUVIS (M-MUVIS) that implement to bring the MUVIS into a wireless area device [1], [20]. The client application runs on a mobile phone which is handled by a servlet. The UI is displayed on the mobile phone with the capability of showing just one image at a time, then the user can view the images one by one [1], [20].

Comparing C-MUVIS UI to M-MUVIS UI, several similarities and differences can be mentioned. Firstly, we consider similarities such as both of them are implemented as client-server of MUVIS system and both applications DbsEditor and MBrowser are available on them [21]. On the other hand, differences show C-MUVIS UI is adaptable and works with web server as it will be implemented during next chapters with markup languages. However, M-MUVIS UI was supported by Java, and because normally this type of phone has a small screen, the user can view images in the query operation back and forth, and one by one [21].

2.4 Adaptable User Interface

One of the main reasons for the increasing interest in user interface adaptation is that applications interact with a larger and larger variety of smart environments [29], [18]. Adaptation occurs in the layout and elements based on the needs of the users or context [44]. By technological evolution in smart devices, the users engage in different types of screens depending on the screen size they are using such as: a TV screen, a laptop, a tablet, or a smartphone [29], [7]. New devices with new screen sizes are stepping forward every day, and the users prefer the same user interface of an application on the different devices but not a small user interface on a desktop monitor or a large user interface on a small device [18], [52]. For this reason, the user interface should be designed to adapt to screen size and resolution [24]. Some developers implement different styles of UI for different sizes of displays. However, it is impossible to design a wide range of UI, and no one can confidently describe the potential screen sizes that will be produced in the futures [24], [15].
3. CLOUD MUVIS AND ITS UI

3.1 Cloud MUVIS Architecture

MUVIS as a PC-based system which supports indexing, browsing and querying on various multimedia types is a type of Content-Based image retrieval system[21]. The MUVIS system is developed as a framework for capturing, recording, content-based indexing and retrieval, combined with browsing and various other visual and semantic capabilities [40].

The Cloud MUVIS (C-MUVIS) system aims to achieve MUVIS beyond the desktop environment which would have client-server computing architecture and is able to deal with very large image databases, even Big Data.

The proposed C-MUVIS system is based upon several objectives and ideas. First of all, it is intended to support huge databases for query and indexing. Second, it is able to connect remotely to applications without any limitation on data capacity. Finally, it is intended to be accessible from Windows and Linux operation systems.

C-MUVIS consists of client and server applications. The C-MUVIS server has C++ code consisting of two vital parts, the Master and Worker(s). The Master is the communication part and the intermediary between the Worker and client-sides. The Master will distribute received tasks from the client-side to Workers. Moreover, it combines Worker’s results and updates them on the frontend. Each Worker is run separately with assigned partitioned data working by the Master. Feature extraction (FeX) module(s) for calculating similarity distances in query operations.

The C-MUVIS client application consists of two components. The primary component is User Interface (UI) that is responsible for presenting a graphical area for creating a database, adding or removing a feature, adding or removing media, querying media, and displaying of results from the server-side. The other component is communication protocol between the C-MUVIS client and server. This protocol uses Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to exchange information. HTTP is also used as the underlying protocol [21].

3.2 Block Diagram of the System

Figure 3 and Figure 4 illustrate the basic C-MUVIS framework architect.
Figure 3: General C-MUVIS Architect

Figure 4: General Master and Worker Architect

Figure 5 illustrates the basic applications within the C-MUVIS framework.

Figure 5: C-MUVIS Application Block Diagram
The DbsEditor application is deployed on the user interface to edit database to add or remove indexing, visual features and images. One of the most important tasks of this application is to create a C-MUVIS database which can add or remove media to any other C-MUVIS database in any path that the user wishes. Another important task is feature extraction; as a result, DbsEditor is capable of adding and removing features to and from the C-MUVIS database [50].

The MBrowser application is designed for browsing and retrieving media within the C-MUVIS database. Its query works based on similarity distance(s) between feature vector(s) of queried items with feature vector(s) available in the database. However, this is not valid when a classification algorithm is utilized, e.g. CNBC.

The DbsEditor application UI is partitioned into three views. The layout of the interface is depicted in Figure 6. The main view is the area in which the databases and all popup windows are presented to the user. All drag-drop and progress bar events also occur in the same area. The menu view is the selection menu with links to various parts of the DbsEditor application UI. In this part, the user can choose a link or button where actions are to be performed. The mode view is a button for changing the mode between DbsEditor application UI and MBrowser application UI.

![Figure 6: DbsEditor Application UI Layout](image)

The MBrowser application UI is partitioned into five view areas, as shown in Figure 7. As explained previously, the mode view and menu view are for changing the mode of application and finding the menu respectively. The Image holder view is a box for holding the selected image for the query. The Uniform Resource Locator (URL) view is also a box for a URL of an image to be queried. The main view is the area in which the databases and the results of the query are presented.
3.3 Client-Server Paradigm

The client-server application describes a piece of software that runs on a client computer and requests an action or service from a remote server. Both the client and server model can be used by programs within a unique computer. In the case of remote access, the client connects to the server over a local or wide area network (LAN, WAN) although the client needs not be aware of the physical location of the server. Received requests from the client will be processed according to the input data, and the results of the processing are sent back to the client in response, as illustrated in Figure 8.

As explained before, the C-MUVIS server consists of Master and Worker(s) which are native C/C++ processes communicating over socket. When the client sends a request to the server, the Master will parse and distribute the task to the Worker(s). All the tasks will be in Extensible Markup Language (XML) format and consist of a unique task ID tag for performing a global API task. After the processing is complete in the Worker(s), the results will be sent back in XML format with the results state tag showing the state of the results. The Master configures these results and sends them back to the client-side. In all the communication between the Master and Worker, the database configuration (dbconfig) tag will appear and consist of the database file, database root, and database title.
3.4 Front-end User Interface Software

Recently, development of front-end is a mixture of HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery which are controlled by a browser[8]. Different types of the above-mentioned programming languages are described in the following sub-sections.

3.4.1. HTML5 and Device APIs

Hyper Text Markup Language 5 (HTML5) has become one of the main foundations for creating user interface web applications. HTML5 is the fifth major revision of HTML, a markup language used for structuring and presenting content on the web. In October 2009 the first draft of HTML5 specifications was released, introducing HTML5 – 2010.

One of the main goals of HTML5 is to make development easier for web applications. Hence, HTML determines new Document Object Model (DOM) Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for server-sent events, media, location, drag and drop and many other events. The HTML5 is becoming a reasonable solution to create applications with good browser support because new interfaces are implemented to JavaScript via objects and have made it easier to write web applications [38].

In adaptable C-MUVIS UI, HTML5 language is selected as the markup language to allow the browser to read the front-end and display it. The techniques will be explained later for adaptability in UI will be supported by HTML5 [9].

3.4.2. Cascading Style Sheets 3 (CSS3)

Cascading Style Sheets 3 (CSS3) is an extremely powerful style sheet language which is used for controlling the look and feel of the content written in a markup language. CSS3 is the third version of CSS specification. During design of websites, CSS allows developers to create layouts quickly. CSS gives the ability to keep every visual aspect of the website completely separated from the content, and to control all elements from a style sheet.

As mentioned above, a big issue in our framework is adaptability that will be handled by CSS. It is an essential ingredient to an adaptable UI design, and CSS3 modules enable us with previously unseen levels of flexibility.

3.4.3. JavaScript Framework

For many years, the front-end application in JavaScript has been written with difficulty. Recently, many frameworks offer the advantage of using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Such frameworks provide structure to the front-end code and help to decrease loads on the network by minimizing the number of HTTP requests. The JavaScript framework is
a collection of pre-written JavaScript code which makes the development of applications easier. Among the most well-known client-side JavaScript frameworks are jQuery and Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX). The most notable server-side JavaScript frameworks are AppJet and Node.js [19]. Choosing a framework is important to consider, as it sets the requirement list, size, durability, and performance of a project [6].

Another powerful tool in our project is JavaScript which will handle all tasks including drag and drop, pop-up windows, paging, etc. It is an interactive part of our framework at the back-end.

### 3.5 Functional Requirement for UI

Through the C-MUVIS UI the users are able to handle image indexing and retrieval on big data. In this case, creating a database, appending images, removing images, appending features, removing features, editing a database, querying by media, and querying by name have been vital functions that the UI needed. For all these functions the UI should communicate with the Master.

Sending information and receiving a response are provided for the user by clicking and the drag and drop action. Informative feedback messages are provided for the users when a process is successfully completed.

There are some blocked functions for restricting user activity when the UI and the Master are in communication processes. These functions will appear as a progress bar on the UI. Also, other functions of UI are: showing the UI in full screen mode, Hierarchical Cellular Tree (HTC) indexing and finding a query image from a URL. C-MUVIS is a retrieval framework that functions through the web. HTTP is used to communicate between the UI and the Master.

### 3.6 Requirement for Adaptive UI

In this thesis, an adaptable client-side of content-based image retrieval framework is developed. It was a major challenge to provide an adaptable user interface for a wide range of screen sizes. In order to overcome to this problem, there are two popular approaches to develop adaptable interactive applications: Adaptive Web Design (AWD), and Responsive Web Design (RWD) [18], [25], [23], [3].

AWD is an approach where focus is on the user and not the browser [18], [3]. The AWD approach uses a predefined set of layout sizes based on screen size of device [39]. In other words, the AWD adapts to the detected device. In this approach, the designer controls all changes on the layout and determines how elements are located for large desktop screens, tablet devices, and mobile phones, etc. [25], [3], [43], [4]. As an exam-
ple, the website Ask.com introduces an adaptive site that alters the layout and functionality according to the end-user requirements and capabilities. It should be noted that, as introduced in [6] fast response times are more important than content to Ask.com mobile users.

RWD is another approach that changes a UI’s layout fluidly to fit any screen size of device [18], [25], [23], [3]. In the RWD method, layout expands while all elements of a page change their placement to display properly on the current screen size [18], [25], [23], [3]. Microsoft.com is a responsive site example. The small size screen users are more interactive and visually-based, because users check out their product rather than just hunt for quick information [11].

As explained above, both AWD and RWD address the adaptability issue for our adaptable client-side of content-based image retrieval framework. However, there are differences between those approaches. Understanding these differences will help choose the best approach to meet our requirements. Some of these similarities and differences are reported in the next paragraph.

Both of these approaches try to modify the UI look and experience for different screen sizes. The structure of adaptive and responsive methods is different. The adaptive method relies on devices with predefined screen sizes, and the responsive method relies on fluid grids. In other words, the responsive method utilizes a single design and only the layout shall be adapted to the change of screen size, while the adaptive methods has optimal templates for each device screen. In the AWD approach, images are optimized for screen resolution but in RWD, the images are resized to fit the device.

For several reasons, the RWD is recommended. Three of such examples comprise: 1) a single URL for the content, 2) less required page loading time, and 3) flexible images. Google, as the most popular search engine, has recommended preferential use of RWD to deliver content from a search engine perspective [22], [35].

The focus in our framework is to display images as results of a retrieval system and resize images in different screen sizes. For these requirements, and the above reasons, adaptability is employed along with responsive web design.

### 3.7 UI Responsibilities

When a user starts the UI, locally or remotely, the UI checks if the Master is running and if so, then the UI connect to the Master. After connecting to the Master, the UI displays the connection message to the user. The Master will take all tasks from the UI, parse it and send it to the available worker(s). All responses received from the workers will be sent back to the UI by the Master and during the response processing handled by Master, the UI will wait for the results.
All the tasks and data fetching from the back-end in the C-MUVIS framework is controlled by the UI. The UI controls how many images are loaded and how the data is displayed to users. Figure 9 shows the role of the C-MUVIS UI.

![Diagram showing the role of C-MUVIS UI](image)

**Figure 9: The Role of C-MUVIS UI**

There is no separate path (port) for request and response.
4. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

In chapter 3, C-MUVIS requirements were discussed. Here, several possible technologies for implementation of these requirements are described. The choice of the implementation plan will completely affect the design and performance of the C-MUVIS application.

4.1 User Interface Design

A UI aims to achieve an easy way to implement interaction between application users and devices. There are several types of UIs such as: graphical user interface, web user interface (WUI), voice user interface, or touch user interface etc. Figure 10 shows the role of a UI in a computer system.

![Figure 10: The Role of UI](image)

As explained in Chapter 3, our framework will be implemented by RWD approach. Let us look at the implementation of responsive web design. Implementation of RWD starts with fluid grid, flexible images, and media query [15], [1], [17], [16].

4.1.1. Fluid Grid

One of the techniques to achieve responsive web design is fluid grid. Before the fluid grid technique, most client-servers were implemented with a fixed width style layout. Recently, with wide ranges of screen resolution devices, a fixed width style implementation has a resizable limit [1], [17].
The fluid grid concept is to create a layout where all elements are calculated relative to one another and based on the percentage width. To calculate an element’s width, the width of elements is divided by the size of the parent element and the result is multiplied by 100 to get the percentage value.

If \( N \) represents the size of the element within pixel and \( M \) represents the size of the parent element width in pixel then eq. 4.1 simply reports the percentage value of width for the respective element.

\[
\text{Percentage value of width in one element} = \frac{N}{M} \times 100 \quad (4.1)
\]

However, the disadvantages come out even with fluid-layout design. There is need for min-width or max-width which every browser cannot support these techniques. Component can get to small on small screens. Web developers also add horizontal scrolling if required [31], [30].

### 4.1.2. Flexible Images and Media Queries

In the adaptable UI, one of important parts is to adjust the images. In fixed terms, widths of images are resized for different screen sizes but not dynamically. For dynamic resizing there are some techniques like CSS cropping, Max-Width and Multiple Image with HTML5, CSS3, and Media Queries [15], [17].

In order to resize images dynamically and retain optimization of loading time [42] the Media Queries technique is considered in our proposed system. In this technique, the users screen resolution will be checked and the proper source will be chosen. High screen resolutions have one source and lower ones have another source [15], [17]. As mentioned earlier, Media Queries are supported by HTML5 and CCS3 while the Syntax of media queries is:

\[
\text{@mediascreen and (max-width: ..value..) and (max-height : ..value..){...css code..}}. 
\]

Max-width and max-height are used for checking the resolution range under and above the certain breakpoints [51]. There is a huge list of common device breakpoints [34], but some of them are major common breakpoint for responsive methods [12].

### 4.1.3. Implementation Plan for Adaptable UI

Next chapter described the process by which we are going to implement our framework on the 768px×1024px breakpoint along with the respective achieved results. First, the focus is on a pc screen with the resolution 1280px×1024px, then, the resolution will be reduced.
As mentioned before in section 3.3, DbsEditor Application UI Layout is partitioned into three views. For implementing Fluid grid and Media Queries techniques on DbsEditor Application UI, our main focus is on the partitions and the image databases. For this reason, the width and height of the main view are calculated relying on the screen resolution. Resizing the images is calculated based on what is the respective proportion of the image size compared to the main view. The height of the menu and the font size of that are also calculated based on what is the respective proportion of the menu and its font size compared to the main body.

When changing the resolution size, the Media Queries technique will be effective to change the CSS style such as size of the images, the width and height of the main view, the width and height of the menu and its elements. The results and calculations will be explained in the next chapter.

For implementation, the MBrowser application UI that is partitioned into five views areas (the main view, URL view, Image holder, menu and image), are calculated with the same approach exploiting Fluid grid and Media Queries technique. However, the screen width is divided into two parts between the URL view and the main view.

### 4.2 Client-Server Architecture Style

Client-server architecture is a message-based, distributed and modular framework that involves a separate client and server framework and a connecting network. Client and server modules would not necessarily need to be located on the same memory space. On the other hand, client and server modules can also be located on a same platform unit.

The client is a program that sends data and tasks to the server program. The server will perform accordingly to respond to the requests received from the client-side. The UI will be managed by the client program. All inputs will be received and validated by clients from the user then delivered as requests to servers. The server program basically receives requests from the client-side. Also, the server performs databases retrieval and dispatches responses to the client [2].

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the sample of two-tier and three-tier client-server architecture, respectively.
C-MUVIS is implemented as a three-tier client-server application. The web browser and the HTML page is the top tier. The middle tier is Master and Worker(s) while the database is the third tier. There are dummy fully transparent proxy between the UI and the Master. This proxy does not modify any request or response. For this dummy transparent proxy is needed to use static IP.

### 4.3 Web Application Technology

From a technical view-point, a web application is a software application that is stored on a remote server and is accessible using a web browser. Web application design is completely different from the traditional systems.

In order to keep user data separately, users of web applications should be identified within a unique session. There are huge numbers of different web browser implementations, and different internet connection speeds that the users of a web application are
using. A web application should be implemented and performed according to standard web technologies such as web hosting or markup languages [5].

In our framework, front-end and back-end can work on a local framework or a remote framework. When the Master is running, the UI is displayed on a browser while all requests and responses between UI and Master are designed as XML format.

### 4.4 Error Handling

When a web application is running, it might encounter faults that should not occur in the normal operational situations. For example, when a file is missing or a user has entered unsuitable values, or the network is down. A well-designed web client must recover skillfully from such problems. C-MUVIS UI error handling refers to the following types of errors: UI errors, communication errors, and synchronization errors.

In case of errors that happen inside the C-MUVIS client side, it is of utmost importance that understandable feedback is provided to the user. User friendly error messages should be displayed, for example, browser is not supported.

In a scenario that a user provide a wrong input, the user should be well informed of the wrong input and asked to try again. The error messages should be comprehensive and yet understandable for the user. In the C-MUVIS web client application, there can be many reasons for such mistakes e.g. dragging and dropping improper files in the DbsEditor or Mbrowser, opening a feature extraction window, adding images before creating or loading a database, or typing a wrong path for creating a database.

In web client, communication error happens during interacting the UI and Master or in the case of potential network breakdown. After running the UI and connecting it to the Master through a socket server with a Master on a port, a pop-up windows message is displayed to inform the user about the connection status. If any errors occur, then a respective error message will appear and the connection fails. As the client is using socket but just state (task-based), it is a stateless protocol that helps you to maintain state.

In case of synchronization errors, there exists a temporal miss alignment between the UI and Master. Such error will be handled by means of restarting the connection for a well synchronized framework. It is also possible to inform the user with a pop-up message saying that such re-synchronization has been done, this is a subject for future work.

### 4.5 Usability of C-MUVIS UI

In the C-MUVIS UI usability should consider as one of the important factors. One of the usability issues in the C-MUVIS UI is drag and drop. For security reasons browsers do not allow fetching full path of file from a file systems in JavaScript and hence, the
browser has no access to the file system [46]. That is why we have to drag and drop XML files and images in the frameworks instead of opening the full path of files. In the C-MUVIS UI the full path for saving the database is asked the user to type it and following this, the server creates a ‘dbs’ file and an XML file after creating a database in this path. All tasks in the C-MUVIS framework are in the XML configuration.

In C-MUVIS UI, the first step is to read the dragged file and to determine its format. For XML and image files, the drop event will activate the following steps of the process while any other format results into activation of error handling. The drop event is implemented by two methods of ‘event.stopPropagation’ and ‘event.preventDefault’ while the former method stops the eruptive of an event to parent elements and the latter method stops the default action of an element from happening.

One of the other usability is preparing appropriate feedback. Feedback for all images should be provided as thumb up and thumb down that shows the relevancy of query images with the given image. During the implementation of UI the back-end was not prepared for the score of relevancy and for this reason this is a topic for future work.
5. C-MUVIS UI VIEWS AND RESULTS

This chapter goes through the technology specific design and implementation of the C-MUVIS UI concept presented in the previous chapter. Moreover, the calculations and the results of implementation are presented.

5.1 Introduction

The C-MUVIS architecture framework which enables indexing, browsing and querying the images is comprised of client and server architecture. This framework is designed to work as a local application or a client-server application used as a web service on big data. We present the framework for adaptive user interface generation; that adaptation occurs during resolution size change. The adaptable UI layout will fluidly move when changing the screen resolution.

As explained previously, the C-MUVIS framework consists of server-side and client-side. The client-side is designed to implement two applications in the same user interface. One of these applications is DbsEditor for creating initial image databases in C-MUVIS. This application could append and remove features from the database as well as appending or removing external images to any C-MUVIS database. Another one of these applications is Mbrowser that supports multi feature queries. The feature extraction module generates feature vectors and stores them in their associated feature files.

For selecting DbsEditor or Mbrowser applications, a push button is designed in the user interface. With the selection, one application will be activated and the other one will be blocked.

5.2 Design and Implementation of Adaptable C-MUVIS UI

The breakpoint is a width less than 768px and height less than 1024px as screen resolution. As described in Chapter 4, in the DbsEditor mode main view is resized on the screen resolution then:

\[ \text{WMV} = \text{SW} - \text{MP} - \text{TP} \]

Where:

- WMV represents width of the main view
- SW represents the screen width (1280px)
- MP represents the main padding (2 × 10px)
TP represents table padding (2×8px)
WMV = 1244px

HMV = SH – MP – TP – HM – P
Where:
HMV represents height of the main view
SH represents the screen height (1024px)
MP represents the main padding (2 × 10px)
TP represents table padding (2 × 8px)
HM represents the height menu (40px)
P represents padding (168px)
HMV = 800px
According to the equation (4.1):

Percentage value of WMV = (WMV/SW) × 100 = 96%
Percentage value of HMV = (HMV/SH) × 100 = 78%
Percentage value of HM = (HM/SH) × 100 = 4%

The size of displayed images is calculated in relation to width and height of the main view e.g. if there exists 40 images on one page with size 150px×144px then:

Width of image = (150px/1244px) × 100 = 12%
Height of image = (144px/800px) × 100 = 18%

Calculated above parameters in resolution screen size less than width 768px and height 1024px are:

WMV = SW – MP – TP
Where:
WMV represents width of the main view
SW represents the screen width (768px)
MP represents the main padding (2 × 15px)
TP represents table padding (2 × 10px)
WMV = 718px

HMV = SH – MP – TP – HM – P
Where:
HMV represents height of the main view
SH represents the screen height (1024px)
MP represents the main padding (2 × 10px)
TP represents table padding (2 × 8px)
HM represents the height menu (40px)
P represents padding (168px)
HMV = 800px
According to the equation (4.1):

Percentage value of WMV = (WMV/SW) × 100 = 93%
Percentage value of HMV = (HMV/SH) × 100 = 78%
Percentage value of HM = (HM/SH) × 100 = 4%

Number of images is assumed 42 per page with 115px × 112px.

Width of image = (115px/718px) × 100 = 16%
Height of image = (112px/800px) × 100 = 14%

These width and height are presented at CSS style such “cssmenu” and “images” (Program 1) located at style.css file.

```css
#cssmenu {
    height: 4%;
    background-color: #A4A4A4;
    width: auto;
}

.images {
    height: 10%;
    width: 12%;
    margin: 0 0.5% 0 0;
}
```

**Program 1: Example of CSS style**

As discussed before, to implement a responsive web design approach, there are some techniques such as Fluid grid and Media Queries. The above calculations present the fluid grid, and the next step is the effect of Media Queries technique. According to our breakpoint on width 768px and height 1024px the class will be changed (Program 2). Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the results.

```css
@media screen and (max-width: 768px) and (max-height: 1024px) {
 .images {
     height: 14%;
     width: 16%;
     margin: 0 0.5% 0 0;
 }
 #cssmenu {
     height: 4%;
     background-color: #A4A4A4;
     width: auto;
 }
}
```

**Program 2: Example of CSS style with Media Query technique**
In addition, the number of images will be changed during the resizing process applied to the resolution screen size. Here, as a paging technique we use jQuery, and now with the match media technique, Media Query will be supported for any resolution resizing.

**Figure 13:** The DbsEditor UI on 1280×1020 Resolution

**Figure 14:** The DbsEditor UI on 768×1020 Resolution
The Mbrowser application UI is implemented with fluid grid technique as below:

\[ WMV = SW - MP - IHC \]

Where:
- \( WMV \) represents width of the main view
- \( SW \) represents the screen width (1280px)
- \( MP \) represents the main padding (2×8px)
- \( IHC \) represents image holder column (251px)

\[ WMV = 994px \]

\[ HMV = SH - MP - TP - HM - P \]

Where:
- \( HMV \) represents height of the main view
- \( SH \) represents the screen height (1024px)
- \( MP \) represents the main padding (2×10px)
- \( TP \) represents table padding (2×8px)
- \( HM \) represents the height menu (40px)
- \( P \) represents padding (168px)

\[ HMV = 800px \]

According to the equation (4.1):

Percentage value of \( WMV \) = \( (WMV/SW) \times 100 = 78\% \)
Percentage value of \( HMV \) = \( (HMV/SH) \times 100 = 78\% \)
Percentage value of \( HM \) = \( (HM/SH) \times 100 = 4\% \)
Percentage value of \( IHC \) = \( (IHC/SW) \times 100 = 19\% \)

The size of displayed images is calculated in relation to the width and height of the main view. Considering a page with 30 images in it where the page size is 150px×144px then:

Width of image = \( (150px/1011px) \times 100 = 15\% \)
Height of image = \( (144/800) \times 100 = 18\% \)

Parameters in Mbrowser mode and resolution screen size less than width 768px and height 1024px are:

\[ WMV = SW - MP - IHC \]

Where:
- \( WMV \) represents width of the main view
- \( SW \) represents the screen width (768px)
- \( MP \) represents the main padding (2×25px)
- \( TP \) represents image holder column (178px)

\[ WMV = 540px \]
HMV = SH – MP – TP – HM – P
Where:
HMV represents height of the main view
SH represents the screen height (1024px)
MP represents the main padding (2 × 10px)
TP represents table padding (2 × 8px)
HM represents the height menu (40px)
P represents padding (168px)
HMV = 800px

According to the equation (4.1):

- Percentage value of WMV = (WMV/SW) × 100 = 70%
- Percentage value of HMV = (HMV/SH) × 100 = 78%
- Percentage value of HM = (HM/SH) × 100 = 4%
- Percentage value of IHC = (IHC/SW) × 100 = 23%

Number of images is assumed 24 per page with 119 × 128px.
- Width of image = (119px/540px) × 100 = 22%
- Height of image = (128px/800px) × 100 = 16%

“imagesMBrowser” is a CSS style for MBrowser mode (Program 3).

```css
.imagesMBrowser {
  height: 18%;
  width: 15%;
  margin: 0.9% 0 0;
}

@media screen and (max-width: 768px) and (max-height: 1024px) {
  .imagesMBrowser {
    height: 16%;
    width: 22%;
    margin: 0.9% 0 0;
  }
}
```

**Program 3: Example of CSS style and Media Query technique**

The results are illustrated in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
**Figure 15:** The MBrowser UI on 1280×1020 Resolution

**Figure 16:** The MBrowser UI on 768×1020 Resolution
Changing the on screen resolution is measured by the Sizer v3.34 (Appa 1997-2012) application [8]. The Sizer is a utility that allows you to see how the browser will look when viewed at different resolution sizes [28].

The resolution size will appear as a small box on the mouse when the size of the browser is changing. This is shown in Figure 17. Decreasing the browser width from 1280px to 769px will happen smoothly and fluently, and when less than 768px, the class style will be different. In the below figure, the CSS style is changed first and then the font size, holder size, and other elements are adapted to the new size accordingly.

![Figure 17: Screen resolution is measured by the Sizer v3.34 on the MBrowser UI](image)

### 5.3 Implementation Architecture

The functional design of C-MUVIS UI and layout architecture were introduced in Chapter 3. In this section implementation architectures of the C-MUVIS UI based on HTML, JavaScript, CSS and XML are illustrated in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The main differences between these figures are based on the XML requests. As shown in the following, XML requests in the DbsEditor mode are consisted of Create Database, Add media, Remove media and etc. But XML requests in the Mbrowser mode are consisted of query by media, query by id and etc.
Figure 18: The DbsEditor UI Implementation Architecture
Figure 19: The MBrowser UI Implementation Architecture

An overview of the completed architecture of C-MUVIS UI connection to Master is illustrated in Figure 20. The HTML page would call the commsinf.js, ServeSocket.js and websocket.js. These JavaScript files can connect the UI to the socket server, handle the errors and transmit data to the server. The commsinf.js contains a Master IP and a Master port. Basic components of the architecture are described in Table 1.

When UI is started by the Master, firstly, the UI checks the Master is running and then the UI interacted with the Master. The connection between UI and Master is running until the user closes the UI or the Master has closed.
### Figure 20: Architecture of C-MUVIS UI Connection to Master.

![Diagram showing the architecture of C-MUVIS UI Connection to Master.](image)

Table 1: Run Events: View Implementation Architecture Components.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>init</strong></td>
<td>A function that connects the UI to the Master through a socket server with a Master IP and a Master port.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>onOpen</strong></td>
<td>A function that checks the connection between the UI and the Master. If they have a connection it will show an alert that displays 'Connected'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>onClose</strong></td>
<td>A function that frequently checks the connection between the UI and the Master. If they disconnect, it will show an alert that displays 'Disconnected'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>onMessage</strong></td>
<td>This event occurs when client receives response from server, so it stops the progress bar and activates the parse response function.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>onError</strong></td>
<td>If any errors occur, this event will appear a displaying the 'Error' message.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
connectToServer | A function that creates a new Web-Socket object.
doSsend | This event occurs when client transmits data to server using an open connection. It activates progress bar and then sends the data.

5.4 DbsEditor

The aforementioned DbsEditor mode is used for creating, editing and indexing databases. The databases utilized in DbsEditor are Image Databases contain only images and associated features.

The extracting feature is one of the functionalities in the DbsEditor. It will be explained in sub-section 5.4.5 (Extracting Visual Feature). Features are extracted within a database, and before appending and removing any visual features a database should be loaded.

Appending and removing images into the database are other functionalities in the DbsEditor that will be explained in parts 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, respectively. HCT is an indexing operation which can be performed on the databases containing at least one feature. It will be explained in part 5.4.7.

5.4.1 Create New Database

The first step after running the DbsEditor should be the creation process of a new C-MUVIS database or loading process of a previously created database. A C-MUVIS database can be created by selecting the ‘Create database’ menu item from the File menu. When selecting the aforesaid item, dialog window will pop up, as shown in Figure 21, which are in an overlaid position and are protected from page content. They have a title bar and a content area, and can be moved and resized.

![Figure 21: Create a New Database](image)
In the process of creating new databases, the user should fill in a name box and a path box in the content area of the Create Database pop up. The name of a database file is formatted such as: (name given by user). (Four characters specifying the dbs. type). The full path of a database will be typed by the user, because for security reasons browsers have no access to the file system.

When pushing the create database button if the boxes are empty, the UI will administer an error message to request that the boxes are filled. In any other case, the UI will create an XML file such as (Program 4).

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<task>
  <taskid>2</taskid>
  <tasktype>CreateDatabase</tasktype>
  <taskdetails>
    <dbname>MyDatabase</dbname>
    <dbpath>W:/ Database /</dbpath>
  </taskdetails>
</task>
```

Program 4: User’s request for creating a database

The xml file will be sent to the server, and then the UI will ask for authority to create a database from the server-side with authentication of the database’s title and path. The task ID and task type are constant for every task in XML. With this request, the UI will be waiting for the response of the server then the progress bar will commence and block all activities in the UI until the server gives the response. The response from the server will be similar to Program 5.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<response taskid="2" taskType="CreateDatabase">
  <message>CreateDatabase Completed:</message>
  <result>
    <stat>Done</stat>
  </result>
  <results>
  </results>
  <taskdetails>
    <dbconfig>
      <dbfile>W:/ Database / MyDatabase.idbs</dbfile>
      <dbroot>W:/ Database /</dbroot>
      <dbsname>My Database</dbsname>
    </dbconfig>
  </taskdetails>
</response>
```

Program 5: Response of the server for a database creation
The response will be parsed in JavaScript and ‘Done’ will be shown in the state tag to confirm that creation of the database is successful. The display function will switch according to the task ID.

5.4.2 Load Created Database

The DbsEditor can also edit a previously created database. When creating a database, the server will create a dbs. file and an XML file in the selected database’s path. Drag and drop of the XML file to the DbsEditor is the first act for loading the database. With a drag and drop event, the UI will send the below XML file (Program 6) to server-side and the progress bar will start.

```
<xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8">
  <task>
    <taskid>1</taskid>
    <tasktype>LoadDatabase</tasktype>
    <taskdetails>
      <dbconfig>
        <dbfile>W:/ Database / MyDatabase.dbs</dbfile>
        <dbroot>W:/ Database </dbroot>
        <dbtitle>My Database</dbtitle>
      </dbconfig>
    </taskdetails>
  </task>
</xml>
```

*Program 6: User’s request for loading a database*

The response of the server-side will be handled as is explained in sub-section 5.4.1 with different result tags. There are photo-list and photo tags within the result tags, with which photos are indexed with ID and defined with a path.

5.4.3 Appending Images into Database

External images will be appended to any C-MUVIS database by completing drag and drop of the media to the DbsEditor’s container. With this event an ‘Append Image’ dialog window will open, and an XML file will be made according to the media data. For example, the image will be sent according to base64 coded data. The XML will look like the XML in sub-section 5.4.2 with further tags for the name of media, content, different task ID and task type.

When sending an XML file the progress bar will be active and when receiving a response from the server the progress bar will completed its process. The response will allow the UI to show the media according to a full path that server has portioned and saved, as reported in Program 7.
According to the response every image will be nominated with a unique id.

5.4.4 Removing Images from Database

To remove image(s) from the database, first they should be selected from the container in the DbsEditor by selecting the images when the database is open. Then CSS will change the view of the selected image with opacity. After one or more image files are selected from the database, the Remove Images button in the Feature menu can be selected. The progress bar will activate and an XML file such as previously described will be created with different tags. Removing requests consists of ID instead of content of media that is indexed by the server.

The response of the server will consist of a list ID of the images that the user has selected. This response will give the authority to the UI to remove images from screen.

5.4.5 Extracting Visual Feature

When the Append Feature button is pressed from the Feature menu, an XML file will be created according to the requested list of visual features which are existent in the C-MUVIS framework. The requested XML is as explained in sub-section 5.4.2 with a different task (number 35) and task type (GetDbaseAllFeature).

As explained previously, with a request, the progress bar will be active until a response is received from the server. The response will consist of name and parameters of all visual features in the C-MUVIS framework, as reported in Program 8, and be shown in the Append Feature windows Figure 22.
Program 8: Response of Server for All Feature List

The visual feature will be set according to the name and parameters with one radio button for selection. When clicking on the radio button, the visual feature will be selected and hence will appear on the transit part that allows the possibility to change the parameters by typing in the boxes.

There are two buttons with the ADD and Submit value. The ADD button should be pressed after changing the parameters to create a list in the below part of visual feature windows, and the Submit button should be pressed to send the selected visual feature to server for appending.
After one or more visual features are selected, (here we selected RGB and YUV) by pressing the Submit button, an XML file will created as shown in Program 9.

```
<xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1">
  <task>
    <taskid>6</taskid>
    <tasktype>AppendVisualFeature</tasktype>
    <taskdetails>
      <muvisfeatures>
        <indexing>NONE</indexing>
        <featurelist>
          <feature>
            <name>RGB</name>
            <featuretype>visF</featuretype>
            <noParam>3</noParam>
          </feature>
          <noSubFeatures>1</noSubFeatures>
          <subfeatures>
            <param>8</param>
          </subfeatures>
          <action>ADD</action>
        </feature>
        <feature>
          <name>YUV</name>
          <featuretype>visP</featuretype>
          <noParam>3</noParam>
          <noSubFeatures>1</noSubFeatures>
          <subfeatures>
            <param>8</param>
          </subfeatures>
          <action>ADD</action>
        </feature>
      </featurelist>
    </muvisfeatures>
  </task>
</xml>
```

Program 9: User’s Request for Appending Visual Features
After receiving the response from the server, a message will show that the appending of the selected visual feature (here RGB and YUV) is complete.

5.4.6 Removing Visual Feature

To remove a feature from a database, first, the Remove Feature button in the Feature menu should be selected. With this selection an XML file will be created and sent to the server and the progress bar will activate. The XML file asks the server for the list of all the visual features that exist in the current database as shown in Program 10.

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<task>
  <taskid>34</taskid>
  <tasktype>GetDbVisualFeatures</tasktype>
  <taskdetails/></taskdetails>
</task>
<dbconfig>
  <dbfile>W:\Database\MyDatabase.db</dbfile>
  <dbroot>W:\Database</dbroot>
  <dbtitle>My Database</dbtitle>
</dbconfig>
```

**Program 10: User’s Request for All Visual Features List**

The response, as reported in Program 11, will give the name and parameter of the all visual features that exist in the current database (here RGB and YUV as we extend in sub-section 5.4.4).

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<response taskid="34" taskType="GetDbVisualFeatures">
  <message>GetDbVisualFeatures Completed:</message>
  <result>
    <numFeatures>
      <features>
        <feature>
          <name>RGB</name>
          <featureType>VisF</featureType>
          <noParam>3</noParam>
          <noSubFeatures>1</noSubFeatures>
          <subfeature>
            <param>0.000000</param>
            <param>4.000000</param>
            <param>4.000000</param>
          </subfeature>
        </feature>
      </features>
    </numFeatures>
  </result>
</response>
```

**Program 11: Response of Server for All Visual Features**
After receiving the response progress bar will deactivate and a Remove Feature window will open as is explained in sub-section 5.4.5 (Extracting Visual Feature). When clicking on the radio button, the feature will be selected and by pressing the Remove button a list will be created from the selected features for removal. Program 12 shows that after pressing the submit button the list will be sent to the server for removing the selected features (here RGB are selected).

```
<xmlversion="1.0"encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
  <task>
    <taskid>7</taskid>
    <tasktype>DeleteVisualFeature</tasktype>
    <taskdetailes> </taskdetailes>
    <muvisfeatures>
      <indexing>NONE</indexing>
      <featurelist>undefined</featurelist>
      <name>RGB</name>
      <featuretype>visF</featuretype>
      <noParam>3</noParam>
      <noSubFeatures>1</noSubFeatures>
      <subfeature>
        <param>8.000000</param>
        <param>4.000000</param>
        <param>4.000000</param>
      </subfeature>
      <action>remove</action>
    </feature>
  </featurelist>
  </muvisfeatures>
  </task>
<dbconfig>
  <dbfile>W:/ Database / MyDatabase.idbs</dbfile>
  <dbroot>W:/ Database /</dbroot>
  <dbtitle>My Database</dbtitle>
</dbconfig>
```

**Program 12: User’s Ask for Removing Visual Feature**

After receiving the response from the server, a message will be shown that removal of the selected visual feature (here RGB) is finalized.
5.4.7 ADD HTC Indexing

The main indexing operation in C-MUVIS is Hierarchical Cellular Tree (HCT). HCT can be performed on the databases with at least one feature. A database will be indexed by visual or aural features; however image databases can only be indexed visually.

When selecting ADD HCT Indexing button from Feature menu, HCT Indexing window will appear. There are 5 parameters with modifiable default values on the HCT Indexing window, as illustrated in Figure 23.

![HCT Parameters](image)

**Figure 23: ADD HCT Indexing**

To send a request to the server the OK button should be clicked. The requested XML is reported in Program 13.
After receiving the server response, reported in Program 14, the ‘Done’ message will be shown.

**Program 13: User’s Request for Indexing**

```xml
<task>
  <taskId>8</taskId>
  <taskType>Indexing</taskType>
  <taskDetails>
    <IndexMode>visualindexing</IndexMode>
    <CellMaturity>6</CellMaturity>
    <TopLevelCellSize>24</TopLevelCellSize>
    <LevelCFTTrendFactor>0.60</LevelCFTTrendFactor>
    <FitnessCheckPeriod>500</FitnessCheckPeriod>
    <CFTUpdatePeriod>100</CFTUpdatePeriod>
  </taskDetails>
</task>
```

**Program 14: Response of the Server for Indexing**

```xml
<response taskId="8" taskType="Indexing">
  <message>Indexing Completed:</message>
  <results>
    <result>
      <stat>Done</stat>
    </result>
  </results>
  <taskDetails>
    <IndexMode>visualindexing</IndexMode>
    <CellMaturity>6</CellMaturity>
    <TopLevelCellSize>24</TopLevelCellSize>
    <LevelCFTTrendFactor>0.60</LevelCFTTrendFactor>
    <FitnessCheckPeriod>500</FitnessCheckPeriod>
    <CFTUpdatePeriod>100</CFTUpdatePeriod>
  </taskDetails>
</response>
```
5.4.8 Remove Indexing

If a database is already indexed, the indexing structure can be totally removed by selecting Remove Indexing from Feature menu. After pressing the Remove Indexing button, the Program 15 will be sent to the server.

```xml
<xmlversion="1.0"encoding="#ISO-8859-1"/>
<task>
  <taskid>33</taskid>
  <tasktype>RemoveIndexing</tasktype>
  <taskdetails>
    <Indexmode>visualindexing</Indexmode>
  </taskdetails>
</task>
<dbconfig>
  <dbfile>W:/Database/MyDatabase.idbs</dbfile>
  <dbroot>W:/Database/</dbroot>
  <dbtitle>My Database</dbtitle>
</dbconfig>
```

**Program 15: User’s Request for Removing Index**

The server response reported in Program 16 will be to deactivate the progress bar and display the ‘Done’ message.

```xml
<xml version="1.0" encoding="#utf-8"/>
<response taskid="33" taskType="RemoveIndexing">
  <message>RemoveIndexing Completed:</message>
  <results>
    <result>
      <stat>Done</stat>
    </result>
  </results>
</response>
```

**Program 16: Response of the Server for Removing Index**
5.5 MBrowser

The MBrowser mode is designed for browsing and retrieval of images. When MBrowser mode is selected, the browser has no current action. This status of the browser is depicted in Figure 24. There is just a container for loading a database, a holder for querying an image, and a text box for pasting a URL. The user should initiate loading of a database as has been explained in part 5.4.2.

For initiating a query, (explained in parts 5.4.2 and 5.4.3) there are three methods; the first one is to drag and drop an image in the holder, the second is to paste a URL in the text box and the last is to click on an image inside the database. The result of the query will be updated on the container according to the relevance of the images in the database to the query image.

![Figure 24: MBrowser with No Current Action](Image)

In the mode of MBrowser after using drag and drop on a previously created database, the media of the database will be loaded in the container according to its id. There are two methods for a query process; the first is to select an item by clicking on it and the second is to drag and drop an image on the holder or copy and paste a URL in the box. The first method is Query by index and the second method is query by media.

5.5.1 Get List of Database

To get a list of existing databases, first the List of Database button in the File menu should be selected. With this selection an XML file will be created, and sent to the server and the progress bar will activate. The XML file asks the server for the list of all the databases that existing. The response of the server will be consisted of the list of all existing databases.
5.5.2 Query by Indexing

In Query by indexing when a media is selected by clicking on it, an XML file will be created and sent to the server as reported in Program 17. The request is as below in which the Id tag is determines the selected media by the id. This Id is labelled in the server-side.

```
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
	<task>
		<taskid>17</taskid>
		<tasktype>QueryByMediaIndex</tasktype>
		<taskdetails>
			<images>
				?id>My Database_2_0</id>
				</images>
			</taskdetails>
	</task>

<dbconfig>
	<dbfile>W:/Database/MyDatabase.jdb</dbfile>
	<dbroot>W:/Database</dbroot>
	<dbtitle>My Database</dbtitle>
</dbconfig>
```

Program 17: User’s Request for Query by media Index

In the received response from the server, there are paths of the relevant media that will be parsed and shown in the UI side.

5.5.3 Query by Media

By implementing the drag and drop command to an image in the holder, a request will be sent to the server as is explained previously with basic variations in the image tag. Instead of id, the image data will be sent to the server base on base 64 (Program 18).
Program 18: User’s Request for Query by Media Name

On the other hand, by copying and pasting a valid URL in the URL box the image will first be shown in the holder and then the XML file will be created similar to the above described.
This thesis presented the requirements, design, and implementation of the adaptable C-MUVIS user interface application. C-MUVIS is a framework for content-based retrieval on web services and cloud computing. Currently MUVIS is a framework that provides global solution for content-based multimedia indexing and retrieval on desktop-based systems.

In this thesis, the RWD approach was presented and then its implications on the UI architecture were discussed. Moreover, the benefits and the drawbacks of the RWD and AWD were mentioned. In addition, C-MUVIS was presented as a framework for which a UI has been implemented. Furthermore, the functional and layout requirements for the UI were examined. Several suitable technologies that should be used in the UI implementation were introduced to the reader, such as Fluid Grid and Media Query.

In the design part, the most important point was the adaptability of the layout of the UI. The major breakpoint was chosen at width 768px and height 1024px that media query techniques supported dynamic resolution screen changes at the breakpoint. Decreasing the screen resolution from the main width (1280px) and height (1024px), to the breakpoints modified the layout of the UI smoothly. This smooth movement on the layout of the UI is supported by Fluid Grid technique.

The C-MUVIS UI was divided into two applications: DbsEditor and MBrowser. Furthermore, the layouts of both applications were also divided into several views that compose the C-MUVIS UI. The functionality of the UI was partitioned into three packages and the relevance between each package and the views were illustrated. This architecture simplifies the access to the service from any type of UI device.

Another step in the design process was to define a suitable communication method with server-side. The XML was chosen as markup language for communities between C-MUVIS UI with the Master and the Worker. To implement the UI for web browser, the three following programming languages were used in this thesis: HTML, JavaScript, and CSS.

Utilizing standardized technology has been one of the priorities in this project. Therefore the results have been coded with the base64/XML i.e. a standard reference for multimedia content management.

The presented project has settled the framework for future development of new features that will improve the C-MUVIS user experience. In the next step, one might aim to
speed up the response, by improving the efficiency of communication between UI and the Master by introducing relevant feedback techniques. Another possibility is implementation of RWD approach on the further breakpoints especially to smartphone screen resolution sizes.

The C-MUVIS was tried to use cookies for saving the information of databases such as database name, database root, and etc. on the client-side. For security reasons it was preferred to use global variable inside the JavaScript. In order to have a proper communication when client's browser makes an initial request to the Master, this request notes client's IP address/browser, stores some local session data, and sends a session ID back to the client as ‘masterip’ and ‘masterport’. C-MUVIS client-side sends that same session ID back to the Master on future requests or communications. However, to be prepared for future developments, adding image labels to displayed image name and other information of the image or database is suggested.
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